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Galaxy clusters

• Massive + virialized

• “Closed box”

• n(M,z): cosmology!
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however...



Blue: dm distribution 
from lensing obs’ns

Red: x-ray 
emitting plasma

1E 0657-56
The Bullet Cluster

Image: M. Markevitch et al.



From Henning et al. 2009, ApJ, 697, 1597

Cool core vs. 
non-cool-core 

clusters



Cosmological complications

• Cluster dynamics: mergers, turbulence, bulk 
flows (sloshing), lack of hydrostatic 
equilibrium

• asphericity

• Extracluster gas

• Non-thermal component of ICM (cosmic 
rays, B-fields, conduction)

• ICM cooling/heating (star formation, AGN)

• Sample selection
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Today: extreme plasma physics!

• Cluster dynamics: mergers, turbulence, bulk 
flows (sloshing), lack of hydrostatic 
equilibrium

• asphericity
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• Non-thermal component of ICM (cosmic 
rays, B-fields, conduction)
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Radio relics as tracers of 
galaxy cluster evolution

Skillman et al. 2013, ApJ, 765, 1

including Eric Hallman (Tech-X), Jack Burns (Boulder), Britton Smith 
(Edinburgh), Hao Xu (UCSD), Hui Li (LANL), Matt Turk (NCSA/UIUC)



What is a radio relic?
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ABSTRACT

Aims. We present the first results of an ongoing project devoted to the search of giant radio halos in galaxy clusters located in the
redshift range z = 0.2–0.4. One of the main goals of our study is to measure the fraction of massive galaxy clusters in this redshift
interval hosting a radio halo, and to constrain the expectations of the particle re-acceleration model for the origin of non-thermal radio
emission in galaxy clusters.
Methods. We selected 27 REFLEX clusters and here we present Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) observations at 610 MHz
for 11 of them. The sensitivity (1!) in our images is in the range 35–100 µJy beam"1 for all clusters.
Results. We found three new radio halos, doubling the number of halos known in the selected sample. In particular, giant radio halos
were found in A 209 and RXCJ 2003.5–2323, and one halo (of smaller size) was found in RXCJ 1314.4–2515. Candidate extended
emission on smaller scale was found around the central galaxy in A 3444 which deserves further investigation. Furthermore, a radio
relic was found in A 521, and two relics were found in RXCJ 1314.5–2515. The remaining six clusters observed do not host extended
emission of any kind.

Key words. radio continuum: galaxies – galaxies: clusters: general – radio continuum: general

1. Introduction

Radio and X-ray observations of galaxy clusters prove that ther-
mal and non-thermal plasma components coexist in the intr-
acluster medium (ICM). While X-ray observations reveal the
presence of di!use hot gas, the existence of extended cluster-
scale radio sources in a number of galaxy clusters, well known
as radio halos and relics, prove the presence of relativistic elec-
trons and magnetic fields.

Both radio halos and relics are low surface brightness
sources with steep radio spectra, whose linear size can reach and
exceed the Mpc scale. Radio halos are usually located at the cen-
tre of galaxy clusters, show a fairly regular radio morphology,
and lack an obvious optical counterpart. A total of about 20 ra-
dio halos have been detected up to now (Giovannini et al. 1999;
Giovannini & Feretti 2002; Kempner & Sarazin 2001; Bacchi
et al. 2003). Relics are usually found at the cluster periphery,
their radio emission is highly polarized (up to #30%), and shows
a variety of radio morphologies, such as sheet, arc, toroids. At
present a total of #20 relics (including candidates) are known
(Kempner & Sarazin 2001; Giovannini & Feretti 2004).

Evidence in the optical and X-ray bands has been accumu-
lated in favour of the hierarchical formation of galaxy clus-
ters through merging processes (for a collection of reviews on
this subject see Feretti et al. 2002), and this has provided in-
sightful pieces of information in our understanding of radio
halos. It is not clear whether all clusters with signatures of

" Figures A1 to A10 are only available in electronic form at
http://www.aanda.org

merging processes also possess a radio halo; on the other hand,
all clusters hosting a radio halo show sub-structures in the X-
ray emission, and the most powerful radio halos are hosted in
clusters which most strongly depart from virialization (Buote
2001). Giovannini et al. (1999) showed that in the redshift in-
terval 0–0.2 the detection rate of cluster radio halos increases
with increasing X-ray luminosity, which suggests a connection
with the gas temperature and cluster mass.

The very large extent of radio halos poses the question of
their origin, since the di!usion time the relativistic electrons
need to cover the observed Mpc size is 30–100 times longer than
their radiative lifetime. Two main possibilities have been inves-
tigated so far: “primary models”, in which particles are in-situ
re-accelerated in the ICM, and “secondary models” in which
the emitting electrons are secondary products of hadronic col-
lisions in the ICM (for reviews on these models see Blasi 2004;
Brunetti 2003, 2004; Ensslin 2004; Feretti 2003; Hwang 2004;
Sarazin 2002). Cluster mergers are among the most energetic
events in the Universe, with an energy release up to 1064 erg, and
a challenging question is if at least a fraction of such energy may
be channelled into particle reacceleration (e.g. Tribble 1993).
Indeed observational support (for a review see Feretti 2003) is
now given to the particle re-acceleration model, which assumes
that the radiating electrons are stochastically re-accelerated by
turbulence in the ICM and that the bulk of this turbulence is
injected during cluster mergers (Brunetti et al. 2001; Petrosian
2001; Fujita et al. 2003; Brunetti et al. 2004).

Although the physics of particle re-acceleration by tur-
bulence has been investigated in some detail and the model
expectations seem to reproduce the observed radio features,
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Fig. 4. Left – GMRT 610 MHz radio contours for the cluster RXCJ 1314.4–2515 superposed on the POSS-2 optical plate. The 1! level in the
image is 60 µJy b!1. Contours are 0.18 " (±1, 2, 4, 8, 16...) mJy b!1. The HPWB is 8.0## " 5.0##, PA 15$. The western and the eastern relics are
labelled as E-R and W-R respectively, and the individual point sources in the relics/halo region are indicated as A and B. Right – GMRT 610 MHz
radio contours for the cluster RXCJ 1314.4–2515 superposed on the POSS-2 optical plate. The 1! level in the image is 60 µJy b!1. Contours are
0.2" (±1, 2, 4, 8, 16...) mJy b!1. The HPWB is 20.0## " 15.0##, PA 39$ The western and the eastern relics are labelled as E-R and W-R respectively,
RH indicates the radio halo, and the individual point sources in the relics/halo region are indicated as A and B.
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Fig. 5. GMRT 610 MHz radio contours for the cluster RXCJ 1314.4–
2515 superposed on the X-ray archive ASCA image (colour). The
1! level in the image is 60 µJy b!1. Contours are 0.18"(±1, 2, 4, 8,
16...) mJy b!1. The HPWB is 25.0## " 22.0##, PA 15$.

The cluster radio emission within the cluster virial radius is
given in Fig. A.3. The central part of the cluster is shown in
Fig. 6. The left panel shows a full resolution image superposed
to the POSS-2 optical image, to highlight the individual sources
(labelled from A to H). The sources with a clear optical counter-
part (B to H) were subtracted from the u-v data when producing
the image shown in the right panel of Fig. 6, which we convolved
with a larger beam in order to highlight the low surface bright-
ness emission. We did not subtract A, since no optical counter-
part is visible on the POSS-2, therefore we consider this feature
as a peak in the radio halo emission. One of the most striking fea-
tures of this giant radio halo is its complex morphology: clumps
and filaments are visible on angular scales of the order of %1#
(clumps) and %2–3# (filaments), as clear from Figs. A.3 and 6
(right panel). Unfortunately no deep X-ray images are available
for this cluster, therefore a combined radio and X-ray analysis

cannot be carried out. The only information we can derive from
the RASS image of the cluster is that the whole radio emission
from the halo is embedded within the X-ray emission, as shown
in Fig. 7.

The total flux density of the radio halo (after subtraction of
the point sources) is S 610 MHz = 96.9 ± 5.0 mJy, corresponding
to log P610 MHz (W/Hz) = 25.49.

4.2. Candidate extended emission in Abell 3444

Abell 3444 (RXCJ 1023.8!2715, z = 0.2542, 1## = 3.924 kpc)
was indicated as possible cooling core cluster by Lémonon
(1999) and Matsumoto (2001) on the basis of the analysis of
ASCA data, though at limited significance. The X-ray ASCA
image shows that the inner part of the cluster is elongated along
the SE-NW direction.

No radio information is reported in the literature.
Unfortunately, due to calibration problems, we could use only
the USB of our dataset to image this cluster. Our GMRT
610 MHz image of the radio emission within the cluster virial
radius is reported in Fig. A.4, and shows that the radio emis-
sion is dominated by a chain of individual sources, all with op-
tical counterpart from the POSS-2. The alignment of the chain
of radio galaxies is in agreement with the inner elongation of the
archive ASCA X-ray image.

A radio-optical overlay of the central part of the field is given
in Fig. 8 (Left). The extended radio galaxy at the north-western
end of the chain is associated with the dominant cluster galaxy
(right panel in Fig. 8). Its morphology is complex. Bent emis-
sion in the shape of a wide angle tail is clear in the inner part of
the source, surrounded by extended emission. At least a couple
of very faint objects are visible in the same region of the ex-
tended radio emission, so it is unclear if we are dealing with ex-
tended emission associated with the dominant cluster galaxy, or
if this feature is the result of a blend of individual sources. Under
the assumption that all the emission detected within the 3! con-
tour (left panel of Fig. 8) is associated with the dominant cluster
galaxy, we measured a flux density S 610 MHz = 16.5 ± 0.8 mJy,
which corresponds to log P610 MHz(W/Hz) = 24.51. The largest



What produces radio relics?



Cosmological shocks

• Heat the intergalactic medium

• Produce cosmic rays!

• Observed in gamma ray (ions) and radio (e-)
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Note the huge scatter!

HUGELY Dependent on 
recent dynamics!







Inclusion of MHD into galaxy cluster 
simulations: more realistic relics!

Inject B-fields at z=3.0 from 
AGN, follow merger history
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Combined X-ray and radio emission



Combined X-ray and radio emission



Appearance depends strongly on viewing angle!



Spectral index
Between 300 MHz - 1.4 GHz
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Polarization - face on



Polarization - face on Smoothed



Radio relics...

• are from mergers

• Emission primarily from gas at low ρ, very high T

• correlate well with jumps in T, Sx, SZ

• We find reasonable spectral indices, magnetic field 
behavior (when compared to observed relics)



Understanding galaxy cluster cores



From Henning et al. 2009, ApJ, 697, 1597

Cool core vs. 
non-cool-core 

clusters



The cool core problem

Peterson & Fabian 
2006 



How to heat the cluster core?

• Merger shocks/turbulence/sound waves

• Cold clump accretion

• Supernova feedback

• Cosmic rays

• Thermal conduction

• AGN feedback (of various sorts)

• (probably many more ideas)
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Rafferty+ 2006McNamara+



Cavagnolo+ 2008

note:
  K = kbTne-2/3

Cluster entropy and AGN radio activity



Voit & Donahue 2014, 
arXiv: 1409.1601 

Detection

Upper limit

X-axis:
  central entropy

Cluster entropy and H-alpha emission



What regulates the (possibly stable) 
multiphase medium that feeds the AGN?



Conduction in the 
intracluster medium

with Britton Smith (Edinburgh), Mark Voit, David 
Ventimiglia (MSU), Sam Skillman (Stanford/KIPAC)

Smith et al. 2013, ApJ, 778, 152



Voit et al.  2008, 
ApJL, 681, L5

Conduction may be important in regulating cluster cores 



A study of conduction in the ICM

• AMR simulations of cluster formation

• N-body + hydro, cooling, star formation and 
thermal feedback (no AGN yet!)

• Isotropic conduction with fsp = 0, 0.01, 0.1, 
0.33, 1

• 10 individual clusters run, identical except for fsp.

Smith, O’Shea et al. 2013



Is conduction observable?



Radial profiles

Density Temperature Entropy
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Radial profiles

Density Temperature Entropy



Does conduction suppress star formation 
(i.e., gas cooling)?



Shafranov shocks!



Shafranov shocks!



Conduction...

• increases Tcore by 20-30% and makes them slightly 
puffier

• decreases temperature inhomogeneity in the ICM - 
questionable observable signature

• does not suppress gas cooling/condensation/star 
formation, and may even enhance it

• Different/more powerful feedback mechanisms 
(AGN?) required to remove core gas and suppress 
star formation



Can AGN feedback regulate the 
behavior of cluster cores?

Meece, O’Shea & Voit 2014, in prep.



Voit & Donahue 2014, arXiv: 1409.1601 

Detection

Upper limit

X-axis:
  central entropy



Voit & Donahue 2014, arXiv: 1409.1601 

Detection

Upper limit

X-axis:
  tcool/tfree-fall



Simulations

• 2D cartesian/cylindrical, 3D spherical, 
imposed gravitational potential

• Control density, temperature structure of 
gas (isothermal, isentropic, S(z) ~ za, etc.)

• Heating balances cooling at every height

• Ratio of cooling time to dynamical time set 
at 1 scale height

Meece, O’Shea & Voit 2014, in prep.
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Creation of a multiphase medium...

• can happen even in the presence of global 
thermal equilibrium in many circumstances

• depents primarily on the local ratio of cooling 
and free-fall times (tcool/tff  <~ 10)

• Less-stable situations trend to marginal stability 
(tcool/tff  ~ 10) very rapidly by ‘draining’ low-
entropy gas.



Conclusions
• Cosmological structure formation naturally 

produces radio relics as a result of halo mergers

• MHD simulations of cluster evolution reproduce 
observable quantities well: spectral indices, 
polarization

• Conduction affects the intracluster medium, but not 
profoundly: very hard to observe differences!

• Gas that is in global thermal balance (heating = 
cooling) can still produce multiphase gas under the 
right conditions!



Thank you!


